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February 25, 2021 

This in from Gillian: 

------------------------------------------- 

Hello Folks, sad news to pass on.  

Our good friend and colleague and icon of the Coast Guard out here on the West Coast, Ray Barnes 

passed away yesterday at the age of 79.  

Ray spent over 45 years in the Coast Guard following stints in the RCN and with Stradiotti tugs out here 

in B.C.. He also used to work in his time off as a bartender at the old Fraser Arms Hotel in Vancouver.  

Ray started with the CCG on the R-Class cutters Ready, Racer and Rider around 1967 and later helped 

develop the fledgling inshore rescue boat and coast guard auxiliary programs. Ray was one of the first 

coxswains on the cutter Relite when the Campbell River station was established around 1981 and he 

later took the Relite to open the Powell River Station around 1984, where he remained for the next 30 

or so years. Ray was still driving boats for the CCG past his 70th birthday.  

Always more of a leader then a follower Ray mentored a great many Coasties, past and present, on the 

ways to get things done. Although he may have "rocked a few boats" on the odd occasion, his ultimate 

objective was always to help people out on the water - which he did. 

There is no doubt his larger-than-life character will be missed by all that knew him - family, friend, 

colleague and those he helped - so a toast to Ray, Ray's way and for the continuing to think outside of 

the box! 

His loving daughter Amy (Soony) and partner Deborah (Tiffany) advise that due to COVID restrictions a 

celebration of Ray's life will be held on the other side of the pandemic, likely in the early Fall where 

doubtless many "Ray Stories" can be told. More to follow. 

 

Gillian Hillidge 


